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POISSON SEMIGROUPS AND SINGULAR INTEGRALS

BJÖRN E. J. DAHLBERG

ABSTRACT. Let D C Rn be a Lipschitz domain and consider the bilinear

form fD u(dv/dy) dP. We show that the form is bounded if v is harmonic

with boundary values in L2, if u is smooth with its nontangential maximal

function in L2 and fD dist{P, d£>}|gradu|2 dP < 00.

1. Introduction. The purpose of this note is to study the properties of the

solution operator that corresponds to the Dirichlet problem of the Laplace operator

in Lipschitz domains. That is, we will consider a Lipschitz function <p: R™ —> R;

i.e.,

(1.1) \<pix) - (piz)\ < M\x - z\,

and with <p the associated Lipschitz domain D = {(x,y): y > fix)}. Given a

function / on T = dD, we let u be the harmonic function in D with boundary

values /. Putting Sit)fiP) = it(P -1- (0,r)), we see that {5(i)}t>o is a semigroup;

i.e., Siti +t2) = 5(íi)5(Í2) for ti > 0, and 5(0) is the identity. A basic fact is now

that {S'(t)} is a semigroup on L2(T); i.e.,

sup ||S(i)/||L2(r) < C(M)||/||L3(r)    and    lim \\S(t)f - f\\ = 0
t>o uo

whenever / G L2(T). Here L2(T) is taken with respect to the surface measure o

of T. For a proof of this fact see Dahlberg [Dl] and also §2 of this paper. It now

follows from the Hille-Yoshida theorem (see e.g. Yoshida [Y]) that the semigroup

{5(t)} has a generator A on L2(T) that is densely defined on L2{Y).

We first study the domain of definition D(A) for the generator A. To this end

we let L2(r) denote the class of functions / G L2{Y) such that the distributional

derivatives of g(x) = /(x, £>(x)) belong to L2(R"). Our first result is

(1.2) D(A) = L2(r).

The inclusion D(A) C ¿2(r) follows from the results by Jerison and Kenig [JK],

and the other inclusion follows from area integral estimates from [D2].

We also study the adjoint {5*(t)} of the semigroup {«S(i)}. We find an ex-

plicit representation of {S""(t)} by constructing a bounded invertible mapping

T: L2(r) -> L2(r) such that

(1.3) S*it)=T~1S#it)T.

Here {5#(i)} is the semigroup on L2(T) that corresponds to solving the Dirichlet

problem in {(x,y): y < fix)} = Rn+1 - D.  The main step in the proof of (1.3)
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is to show the invertibility of the operator L = AU, where A is the generator of

{5(t)} and Uf is the boundary value of the harmonic function

Vf iP) = j fiQ)\P-Q\2-uMQ),      p^d.

From this it follows that the solution it of the Dirichlet problem with boundary

values / can be represented as u = dvg/dy, where g = L~lf.

We now use (1.3) for a study of singular integrals of the form

(1.4) BAu) = fj£Ak*Ldx,

where u is a harmonic function in D C R™+1 and A = (Ai,..., A„+i) is a vector-

valued function. The objective here is to estimate [¿^(n)] in terms of the boundary

values of u and the behavior of Ai,..., An+i. We would like to remark that Ba(u)

is a version for nonsmooth regions of the paraproduct of Bony; see Meyer [M].

Integrals of the form (1.4) appear in several different contexts. In Dahlberg [D3]

it is pointed out that integrals of this form represent the variation of the solution

of the Dirichlet problem when the coefficients of the differential equation vary. In

[D4] this was used to study the solvability of the Dirichlet problem for uniformly

elliptic second order partial differential equations in selfadjoint form.

In Dahlberg, Kenig and Verchota [DKV] it is shown that the study of the

Dirichlet problem for the biharmonic equation in Lipschitz domains also leads to

singular integrals of the form (1.4).

We recall that a domain D is called a Lipschitz domain if D and dD can locally

be described by graphs of Lipschitz functions. For surveys of the properties of

harmonic functions in Lipschitz domains we refer to the surveys in Dahlberg [D4]

and Kenig [K]. For other aspects of the connection between singular integrals and

boundary value problems we refer to the survey in Calderón [C].

In Dahlberg [Dl, D2] it is shown that if D is a bounded Lipschitz domain and

if An = 0 in D with u = / on dD then

(1-5) ||M(n)||L2(r)<C||/||L2(r),

where the maximal function M(u) is defined by Miu)iP) = sup{|u(Q)|: Q G D,

\Q - P\ < 2dist{Q,dD}}, P G dD. Putting <5(Q) = dist{Q,dD}, we also have the
estimate

(1.6) /¿|Vn|2ciP<C||/|||2(r),
J D

where Vu is the gradient of u. Estimates (1.5) and (1.6) motivate the introduction

of the norm

1/2     / r \ 1/2

Í   iMiu))2do\      +(f S\u\2dP

The above estimate can be summarized as follows: If u is harmonic with boundary

values /, then

INII<<7||/llL»(r).
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Our main result is that if A is a smooth vector-valued function in D with 111 A] 11 < oo,

then for all harmonic functions u in a bounded Lipschitz domain we have the

estimate

(1.7) \BA{u)\<CiD)\\\A\\\\\Miu)\\LHT)-

2. The generator for the Poisson semigroup. We will begin by discussing

the L2-estimates for area integrals and maximal functions. We put D = {(x, y) : y >

fix)}, where f is a real-valued Lipschitz function. In what follows we do not

explicitly mention that the constants in our estimates depend on the dimension.

THEOREM l. Suppose f G L2{T), T = dD. Then there is a harmonic function

u in D with M(u) G L2(T) such that u converges to f nontangentially a.e. Fur-

thermore, fDc5(P)|Vu|2 < C||/||22(r), where 6{P) = âist(P,r) ond||M(u)||LÎ(r) <

C||/||¿2(p), where C only depends on the Lipschitz constant off.

PROOF. There is a constant A > 0 which can be taken to depend only on

the Lipschitz constant of f such that Dv is a starshaped Lipschitz domain with

Lipschitz constant independent of v, where Dv = {(x,y): fix) < y < fix) +

vA, \x\ < i/}, v = 1,2,_   Let uu solve the Dirichlet problem in Du with data

fv — f on dD Pi dDv and 0 elsewhere on dDv. Letting M^iu) be the maximal

function of uv and putting MuiP) = dist(P, D„), we have from the estimates of

the Dirichlet problem for the bounded case that [Dl, D2]

f iM„iu))2dcr+ [   6viP)\uviP)\2dP<C I f2do<C [    f2da.
JdDC\dD„ Jdv JdDDdD» J dD

Letting v —* oo, we see that Theorem 1 follows.

We have the following converse of Theorem 1.

THEOREM 2. Suppose u is harmonic in D. If there is a point Pq = iXo,fiXo))

G r such that lim!/_+00 u(xo,j/) = 0, then

I iMiu))2do <C j ¿(P)|Vu(P)|2dP,
Jr Jd

where C only depends on the Lipschitz constant of f.

PROOF. We may without loss of generality assume that X0 = 0. Putting

P„ = (0, fiO) + \vA) and uviP) = u(P) — u(P^), we have from the Lusin area

integral estimates in [D2] that

/ (M„K))2dcr < C [   6uiP)\VuuiP)\2 dP <C [ 6(P)\VuiP)\2 dP
JdDndDv Jd„ Jd

Letting v —> oo yields Theorem 2.

We remark that the above theorems can be generalized to weighted Lp-spaces by

the same reduction to the bounded case. Since we will not use these more general

results, we leave these extensions to the reader.

We shall next study the domain of definition of the generator A of the Poisson

semigroup. For / a differentiable function on F let Vt/ be the (tangential) gradient

of /. In [DKV] it is shown that if u solves the Dirichlet problem with boundary

values /, then

(2.1) Í (M(Vu))2 do<C I |Vt/|2 do.
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THEOREM 3. Let DiA) denote the domain of definition of the generator A of

the Poisson semigroup for the domain D. Then a function f G L2(T) belongs to

D(A) if and only if J | Vt/|2 do < oo.

PROOF. In view of (2.1) and Theorem 1, it is enough to show that if u is

harmonic in D and if lim^oo |u(x, y)\ = 0 for all x G Rn_1, then

(2.2) jjiP)\VuiP)\2dP<C jj{P)(^{P)^2 dP

first observe thatTo show (2.2) we first observe that

2 e /a    \2

and since
du. [°°   d2u

-\x,y) = -l     dxd [x,s)ds,        l<j<n-l,
dxj Jy

(2.2) now follows from Hardy's inequality; see Stein [S, p. 272].

We next need a convenient way of representing the solution of the Dirichlet

problem in D. For / G L2(L") n L^T) put Sf(P) = fr f(Q)\P - Q\2~n doiQ),
P G R" — T. Then 5/ is harmonic in R™ — T, and by the boundedness of the
Cauchy integral [CMM] it follows that VSf has nontangential limits a.e. on T and

||M(V5/)||Lp(r) < Cp||/||x,P(r), K P < oo. Now let

THEOREM 4. The operator T is a bounded invertible operator on L2(T). Fur-

thermore, the norms ofT and T~x depend only on the Lipschitz constant of f.

PROOF. The boundedness of T follows from the above remarks. To show that

T is invertible, we first observe that from (2.2) it follows that ||VtS(/)||L2(r) <

C||T/||¿í(r)- Letting M_ denote the maximal function with respect to D- =

R™ — D, we have from (2.1) and the continuity of ¿>(/) across T that

||M_(V5(/))||L2(r) < C||Vt(5(/))||L2(r) < C||T/||L2(r).

If d/dn and d/dn- denote the normal derivatives with respect to D and D-, respec-

tively, we have by the well-known jump relations that dSif)/dn + dSif)/dn = cf,

where c / 0 is independent of f and /. Hence c||/|| < ||P/||- Since T varies

continuously with f and T = cl, c -^ 0, when f = 0, the invertibility of T follows

easily.

3. Singular integrals. We shall begin by using the above representation of

the solution of the Dirichlet problem. We shall slightly change notation and put

for/GL2(R"-1),

(3.1) T/(x) = lim f(y + fix) - fiO)[\x - £|2 + (y + <p{x) - ^(i))2]""727(0 #
vio J

and let T#/(x) be the corresponding limit as y | 0; and if u and u# denote the

solutions of the Dirichlet problem with data /(x) for P = (x, fix)) G T in D and

R™ — D, respectively, we put

U(t)f(x) = u(x,<p(x) + t),        U#it)fix) = u#ix,tp{x) - t).
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For í > 0 let

vit) fix) = J fioit+fix) - fio)i\x -e+iy+t- fix))2rn>2 dt.

From Theorem 4 it follows that U{t) = Vit)T~l. Clearly, U*(t) = (T*)-1^) =

(T#)"1y(-t). Since U#(t) = Vi-t)T^, it follows that

(3.2) U*it) = T¿ty#it)T#.

We will need estimates on the gradients of Tf, where T is given by (3.1).

THEOREM 5.   There is a constant C that only depends on the Lipschitz constant

of f, such that if f is a test function then

[       |VT/(x)|2dx < C A|V/(x)|2 + |V2^(x)|2/2(x))dx.
Jr"->- J

Here V2<p denotes the second gradient of f, i.e., the vector of second order deriva-

tives.

The proof of Theorem 5 will be based on the method of rotation and the following

lemma.

LEMMA   1.   Let f: Rd+1  —> R be a test function.    We define the operator
U: L2(Rd+1) -» L2(Rd+1) by putting

C//(x,y)=lim / -
1     '    *ioJKy-

fix,r))dr)

r\ + iifix, y) - fix, n) + e) '

Then

[       \VUf\2dxdy<C f       \Vf\2 + ifix,y))2\V2fix,y)\2)dxdy,
JR«i+i W+i

where C only depends on the Lipschitz constant of f.

PROOF. First let d = 0 and let Mg denote (1 + if')g. Then by integration of

parts

dU-M = Mlim /_M-Uin)dr,_
dy eioj  (y - w) + lifiy) - fiv) + £)

(3.3) ^A^=Mlim

so by the boundedness of the Cauchy integral we get from (3.3) that

'dufix,yy2
dxdy

JJ   V      dy

W/((iW+w«»,(f^)>*
R<<+1

By a similar integration by parts we get the remaining estimates of the gradient of

Uf.
The result that we now need is the following lemma.
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LEMMA 2. Let f. Rd+1 -»R tea test function with \Vf\ < L. Suppose F is

holomorphic in a neighbourhood of {x G R: |x| < L} and define U as

/oo
fix,v)iy - n)~lFiy - Vfix,y) - fix,r¡))dr¡.

-OO

Then U is bounded on L2(Rd+1) with a norm that only depends on F and L.

Furthermore,

H \VUfix,y)\2dxdy<C IJi\Vfix,y)\2 + ifix,y))2\V2fix,y)\2)dxdy,

where C only depends on L and F.

PROOF. A straightforward modification of the proof of Lemma 1 gives the proof.

PROOF OF THEOREM 5. Combining Lemma 2 with the method of rotation

(see Fabes, Jodeit and Rivière [FJR]) gives the proof of Theorem 5. We now have

that if
/•oo

B = A        itn)~1/2Sit)dt,
Jo

where A is the generator of the Poisson semigroup, then

(3.4) B2 = A.

We need the following a priori estimate of B.

THEOREM 6. Suppose f G L2iT) is smooth and denote by u the harmonic

extension of f. Then there is a constant C that can be taken to depend only on the

Lipschitz constant of f such that

\\Bf\\h(r)<C [ \Vu\2dP.
Jd

PROOF. Putting v(x, y) = J°° u(x,s)(s-y)   1//2 ds, we have that Bf equals the

boundary values of w = ■w~l/2dv/dy. We also have that v and w are harmonic. To

see this, it is enough to show that v is harmonic. This holds since, integrating by

parts twice,

vix,y) = ^l    is-y)3/2j^ix,s)ds,

f°°r        \-i/2d2u<      \j ^ d2vI i'-v)   7 ¿^(M^ = -E^-
and hence

<Pv       i°°,        ,_1/9dV      , . ^dh

It is straightforward to verify that if ¿(p) = dist(P, D) then

/ (¿(P))2|V2u(P)|2tiP <C [ |Vu(P)|2(iP.
Jd Jd

See the argument in Stein [S, p. 216]. From Hardy's inequality it now follows (see

[S, p. 272]) that

which together with the arguments for (2.2) and Theorem 2 yield the theorem.

We can now establish our main estimate for the bilinear form BaÍu).
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THEOREM 7.   If u is harmonic in D, then

\BAiu)\<C\\\A\\\\\Miu)\\LHT),

where C only depends on the Lipschitz constant of f.

PROOF. Let r¡ G Co°(R") be nonnegative with /Rn rjdx — 1 and put fix,t) =

ct + JRN f(x - y)r)tiy) dy, t > 0, where c > 0 is chosen so large that df/dt > 1.

Here c can be chosen to depend only on r\ and the Lipschitz constant of f. We

put for t > 0, Dt = {(x,y): y > fix,i)} and Tt = dDt. We find by a change of

variables that

Ba{u)=L 1:%^
where |a| < C|A| and |Vo| < Ci\V2h\ \A\ + |VA|), where /i(x,y) is defined by

fix,hix,y)) = y. Since i|V2^|2 is a Carleson measure, it follows that 6\V2h\2 is a

Carleson measure on D. Here crt is the surface measure on T. Now let Bt be the

square root of the generator of the Poisson semigroup for Dt.

dot = (a,B?u)L2{rt) = {Bla,Btu)L2(Tt),Lr«   dt

since
/»oo poo    p p

/     \\Btu\\h(rt)dt<C /     /    \Vu\2dP<C /  ¿(P)|Vu|2
./o -'o    Jd{ Jd

by Theorem 6. Now define v by putting i>(P) = TtaiP) for P G Tt, where Tt is the

boundary value of the double layer potential.  By Theorem 5 and (3.2) it follows

that
/■CO roo     c

/     \\B¡a\\l,{Tt)dt<C /    \Vv\2dP
JO Jo     J Dt

<C H [ (|A|2|V2/i|2 + C|VA|2)ciPcir
^o    Jot

< C f ¿(|V2/i|2A2 + C|VA|2) < C|||A|||2,
Jd

which completes the proof of Theorem 7. We remark that it is now straightforward

to deduce (1.7) from Theorem 7 by writing / G L2idD) as a sum of functions with

small supports and then argue as, e.g., in [DK],

We finally remark that estimate (1.7) does not hold for general functions u and

A for which |||A||| < oo and |||u||| < oo.   Let r¡ > 0 be a test function and put

A(x,y) = r?(x,j/)sin(|logy|1/2_£) and u(x,j/) = n(x,j/)cos(|logj/|1/,2_e).   If 0 <

£ < 1/2, then lllu^lH HIA^HI < C independent of v, where uvix,y) = u(x,y + l/v),
v = 1,2,_However, it is easily seen that

lim
t/—»oo Jv>0Jx

du„jx,y)

iy>oJx dy
ix,y)—^är—dxdv 00.
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